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1.0 Introduction 

The Forge Tree Model provides growth and yield calculations using various 

models.  Dataset can be imported and processed from various sources including 

PSPs and tree lists.   

 

PSP data can be imported and processed.  For each plot the processed data can 

be displayed on an individual stem basis or summarized for each time period. 

 

The Forge-R growth model can be utilized to project individual tree growth over 

time periods.  The base information can come for tree lists or regeneration 

models.  The resulting projections can be depicted in a tabular or graphical 

format.  The data can be displayed on a individual stem or plot summary basis. 

 

       

  

. 
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2.0 Installation 

The setup process uses InstallShield installation software.   
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3.0 PSP Data Tab 

PSP data can be imported and process by the application.  The PSP data tab 

provides this functionality.  The steps to processes permanent sample plots are:   

 Set plot area represented by PSP file. 

 Determine PSP database source (i.e., Access database format).  The Tree 

Source text box shows the name of the active database.  The Tables list box 

is populated with the names of the tables within the active database. 

 Select the table to use by clicking the desired table from the Tables list box.  

Once a table has been selected the table's column names populate the 

Column list box.  The Column type entry boxes may be populated with the 

table’s column names.    

 Determine the columns in table that correspond to the column types.  To 

select a column type, drag the desired column from the Column list box to 

the Column type entry box.  The Column type entry boxes are:  

Plot plot number 

Tree tree number in plot 

Measure measurement number 

Ba  basal area of tree 

H  height of tree (m) 

Dia diameter of tree (cm) 

Age age of tree 

Sp  species of tree (BA,C,D,DY,F,H,MB,PW,RC,RH,WI) 

 Click the Get Plots command box to read the records from the selected PSP 

data table.  The entries for the Column types entries are read.  This function 

determines the plots in the table and populates the Plot List list box. 

 Select the plot from the list box.  The general plot attributes are determined.  

The Plot summary and Measurement summaries list boxes are populated.  

The Plot summary list box is the plot summary for the last measurement 

trees, basal area, quadratic mean diameter, relative density, stems per 

hectare, side index gross and net volumes.  The Measurement summaries 

list box shows similar information for each measurement.  The measurement 
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summary information is saved in the temporary CSV type file 

PSP_TEMP_PSP_SUM.CSV that resides in C:\.  This file contains more 

detailed information on each  measurement (e.g., measure, age, SPH, 

height, root colar diameter, DBH, basal area, gross volume, total volume, 

relative density, quadratic mean diameter).    

 To view the tree parameters for a given plot/measurement combination, 

select the desired measurement in the Measurement summaries list box.  

The Trees list box displays the tree parameters for the selected 

plot/measurement combination.  The displayed parameters are: basal area, 

height, basal area, height, DBH, age, species, PHF, basal area for tree larger 

than subject tree, maximum crown width for open grown trees, crown 

competition factor for larger trees, crown ratio, gross volume and total 

volume.   The tree information is saved in two files, a header and detailed 

file (i.e., PSP_TEMP_PSP_HDR.CSV and PSP_TEMP_PSP_DET.CSV).  

The files reside in C:\.  The temporary header file contains general 

information on the application (e.g., program version and model) and data 

source (e.g., database, table, plot).  The temporary detail file contains 

detailed information on each tree in the plot.  The information includes age, 

height, DBH, species, basal area, PHF, BAL GEA, crown ratio and volumes.  

The temporary CSV type file PSP_TEMP_PSP_SUM.CSV resides in C:\.  

This file contains more detailed information on each measurement (e.g., 

measure, age, SPH, height, root collar diameter, DBH, basal area, gross 

volume, total volume, relative density, quadratic mean diameter).    

 

For the selected plot the tree parameters can be saved to a CSV type file.  This 

file contains detailed information on each tree in the plot.  For each measurement 

the file contains basic and processed information (e.g., age, species, height, 

DBH, basal area, GEA, gross volume, total volume).  

 

Warnings and errors encountered during the process are tracked in the log file 

PSPDATA.LOG that resides in C:\.   
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4.0 Forge-R Tab 

The Forge-R tab provides the functionality to project the growth of trees over 

time.  The original tree source can be from the regeneration module (i.e., 

plantings and natural) or imported from data files. 

 

The General tab provides the overall processing parameters.  The parameters 

are: 

 Plot area   area of plot in hectares (does not apply when data 

source is a tree list file)    

 Site index   site index of plot (does not apply when data source is 

a tree list file)  

 Growth model  growth model to be used in projections 

 Max Young Tree Age last age to run young tree model 

 Years to Process number of years to run projections 

 Number of iterations number of iterations 

 Randomize Height and mortality use a different random  number 

generator on each iteration 

 Silviculture System  Use either clear cut or VR 

 Above Canopy Light (%) used with VR model 

 Soil Moisture (%)  used with VR model 

 Process Regeneration  initiates the projection process. 

 

The Plantation tab provides the planting regeneration initial parameters.  These 

parameters cannot be used in conjunction with a tree list file.  The parameters on 

this tab can be used with the natural infill parameters to provide the initial set of 

conditions of the plot.  The parameters are: 

 SPH   initial stems per hectare (i.e. planting)   

 Mean Height  mean height of seedlings 

 Minimum Height  minimum height of seedlings 

 Stand Deviation  standard deviation for use in determining the initial  
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tree heights 

 Species   species name 

 Total mortality (%) total mortality of trees during the period of running the  

    Young tree model (Refer to General Tab) 

 No. Years Mortality number of years to have mortality while running the 

young tree model. 

A normal distribution is used to project the initial height of each seedling using 

the mean height and standard deviation as its initial parameters.  If the projected 

height is less than the minimum height then the minimum height is used. 

 

The Natural Infill tab provides the natural regeneration initial parameters.  These 

parameters must be used in conjunction with a planting regeneration or a tree list 

file.  The parameters are: 

 SPH   initial stems per hectare (i.e. infill)   

 Mean Height  mean height of natural regeneration seedlings 

 Minimum Height  minimum height of seedlings 

 Stand Deviation  standard deviation for use in determining the initial 

tree heights 

 Species   species name 

 No. Infill Years   number of years in which the infill is to occur.  

A normal distribution is used to project the initial height of each seedling using 

the mean height and standard deviation as its initial parameters.  If the projected 

height is less than the minimum height then the minimum height is used. 

 

The Source tab determines the data source - regeneration or tree list file. The 

parameters are: 

 Tree Source  regeneration or tree list file 

 Tree List File  name of the tree list file(s) 

 

The tree list data consists of two files: header and details.  The header file has an 

extension of TL0.  The format of the tree list header file (i.e., Version 1.00) is: 
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"Purpose: ForgeT tree list header","VERSION:1.00" 

"1-Prism or Fixed plot, 2-prism plot factor, 3-fixed plot 

size, 4-site index, 5-dominant species, 6-regen type (NAT, 

PLT), 7-YOE, 8-measurement year" 

"[END HEADER]" 

header data 

 

An example of header data in tree list header file is: 

FIXED,-1,0.05,30.0,F,PLT,2000,2009 

 

The tree list detail file has an extension of TL1.  The format of the tree list detail 

file (i.e., Version 1.01) is: 

"Purpose: ForgeT tree list details","VERSION:1.01" 

"1-mang unit, 2-stand, 3-tree no, 4-age or YOE, 5-

status(Live,Snag,Cwd), 6-species, 7-diameter, 8-height, 9-

cr, 10-rcd, 11-easting, 12-northing" 

"[END HEADER]" 

detail data 

 

An example of the detail data in the tree list detail file is: 

122,345_3,1,50,LIVE,F,26.86,26.21,0.58,-1,5,10 

122,345_3,2,50,LIVE,F,25.09,25.19,0.59,-1,10,20 

122,345_3,3,29,SNAG,F,7.65,11.44,0,-1,15,30 

 

The Volume tab provides the volume calculation parameters. 

 

The Projection Process command on the General tab initiates the projection 

process.  The results of the process are depicted on the Summary and Details 

tabs.  Initial Regen list box shows the initial conditions for each stem (e.g., 

regeneration type (natural or planted), measure, stem number, height, root collar 

diameter, DBH).  The Plot Summary Yield Parameters Over Time list box 
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displays the yearly summary information (e.g., status (live or dead), age, SPH, 

height, DBH, quadratic mean diameter, basal area, relative density and volume). 

The Trees Yield Parameters Over Time list box displays the yearly tree detail 

information (e.g., status (live or dead), age, height, DBH, root collar diameter, 

volumes).   

 

The processed data is saved to temporary files that reside on C:\.  The files are: 

psp_temp_ytr_hdr.csv (plot header), psp_temp_ytr.csv (yearly plot details by 

tree) and psp_temp_ytr_sum.csv (yearly plot summary).  The temporary 

header file contains general information on processing environment (e.g., 

program version and model) and initial processing parameters (e.g., plot area, 

SPH, species, rotation age).  The temporary detail file contains detailed 

information on each tree.  The information includes age, species, regeneration 

type, status, height, DBH, basal area, crown ratio and volumes.  The plot 

summary file contains yearly summaries.  The information includes: age, height, 

DBH, basal area, crown ratio and volumes. 

 

The results of the growth projections can be saved to CSV type files.  The save 

process creates three files: header (*.HDR), details (*.CSV) and summary 

(*.SUM).  The header file contains the overall processing parameters (e.g., 

program version, data version, model, plot area, site index, silviculture system 

(VR or CC), light content, moisture content, rotation age etc).  The detail file 

contains the projected individual tree information for each year in the run.  The 

information includes: status (live or dead), height, DBH, basal area, crown ratio 

and volumes.  The summary file contains the projected yearly summaries for 

each year in the projection.  The file contains summaries for live and dead trees 

including: age, height, DBH, quadratic mean diameter, basal area, crown ratio, 

relative density, GEA and volumes. 

   

Warnings and errors encountered during the process are tracked in the log file 

PSPDATA.LOG that resides in C:\.   
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5.0 Graphs Tab 

The results from the projection process can be graphically displayed.  The 

Parameters tab provides the mechanism to define the plot parameters.  The plot 

parameters are: 

 

 Forge Tree Model the Forge-R model 

 Data Set   use the current data set or a saved data set 

 Graph Type  type of graph (default is line) 

 Graph Title  title of graph (defaults to combination of name of 

Forge tree model and data type - Details, Summary or 

Iteration Average)   

 Data Source  the data sources are Details (individual stem), 

Summary (plot summary) or Iteration Average 

(summary of iterations)    

 Y-axis   yield parameter to plot on Y-axis 

 X-axis   yield parameter to plot on X-axis 

 Status   in plot include live, dead or all stems 

 Stem number  plot the parameter for a specific stem. 

 

The Plot Graph command initiates the plotting process.  The graph can be for a 

specific stem, summary for all stems in the last iteration or summary for all 

iterations.   
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The FORGE-R General tab and Summary file 

 

Summary files output 1) initial regeneration per tree (top) and 2) per stand over  time 

(lower). The summary and details box is present under all tabs 

Enter plot area, site index, type of growth model equation set, max young age tree is join 

point for the regeneration model, years to process, number of iterations: currently this 

version used stochastic mortality to kill off whole trees the process is run repeatedly and 

averaged. Below canopy light and soil moisture can be set  from 0-100.  
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FORGE-R General-details 

 

 

Lists details on fate and growth of each tree.
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FORGE-R Plantation file 

 

Enter stems per ha and mean height, species and external mortality rate e.g. % mortality 

spread over x years. Initial standard deviation is variability of original height distribution. 
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FORGE-R Natural Infill 

 

List as for the plantation data and infill years is number of infill years to spread the stems 

over (if 3 then 1/3
rd

 start off each year). 
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FORGE-R Volume file 

 

Select here your choice of Kozak 88 taper equation and specifications. 
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FORGE-R Source 

 

 

Select here if model starts on bare ground (“Regeneration”) or from tree-list (“File”). 
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FORGE-R Parameters File 

 

Select details (each tree), summary (stand level) or iteration average (average across all 

iterations). Can used saved data set. 
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FORGE-R Parameters Y axis 

 

You can select a range of output data 

Status is all live stems or all dead  
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FORGE-R graph 

 

Your choice of variable will be displayed. Caution output values are preliminary/draft 

only 

  

Quadratic mean diameter, cm   Stems/ha 
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Dominant height, m
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6.0 Contact Us 

 

Telephone:  (250) 756-2214 

Fax:  (250) 756-2275 

Email:  dia@island.net 

  nick.smith@shaw.ca 
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